
Planetary imaging is an absorbing pastime but one that can seem very complicated to the newcomer; and this is a 

shame as the process can be quite straightforward once you understand the basics. To cover everything in detail, 

particularly the blow-by-blow usage of various software packages, would fill an entire book so the intention here is 

to demystify the equipment, the software and the processes required. Having outlined the basics I hope the reader 

is encouraged to give it a go! It is not hard to achieve impressive and scientifically useful results with basic 

equipment so please read on. 

The basic idea is very simple, you use some form of digital camera to capture a video stream of the target, made 

up of a large number of individual images. These are then sorted by software such that the clearest and sharpest 

individual frames are selected and then ‘stacked’, or averaged, to produce a final single image of good quality. The 

nature of the cameras usually used means that individual frames of video often contain a lot of random electronic 

noise but stacking many frames averages out the noise and allows startling amounts of detail to be revealed. A 

large number of frames in the video means that disturbances in our own atmosphere, disturbances that inevitably 

cause distortion problems within individual frames, can also be allowed for; the stacking software chooses the 

least distorted images to go into the stack. Therefore the two basic aims of stacking in planetary imaging are ‘lucky 

imaging’ (capturing clear, steady frames in an otherwise wavering sequence of images) and averaging out 

electronic noise in individual frames. The software needed to do this work is usually free and the cameras can be 

cheap too, though, as always, you do get what you pay for. 

Equipment. 

To start at the very beginning; what telescope should I use? The answer is, probably, the one you are already using. 

Of course high magnification, high resolution images will need large aperture telescopes with long focal lengths, 

simply because these machines have the best resolution and take magnification well but if you have a short focal 

length wide-field telescope such as an 80mm (3 inch) aperture refractor you can still take planetary images; just 

don't expect large and highly detailed results. I started planetary work with a 200mm (8 inch) aperture Newtonian 

telescope of 1000mm focal length (F5) and was very happy with the views and the images it gave me for a number 

of years. Currently I use a 250mm (10 inch) aperture Newtonian of 1575mm focal length (F6.3) and a selection of 

Barlow lenses to increase focal length to between 3 and 7 metres, as required. If you really aspire to the best 

possible images then larger Schmidt-Cassegrain telescopes (SCT) are very popular, particularly the Celestron 9.25 

inch SCT or, ultimately, the enormous Celestron C14  version but that telescope, and others like it, represents a 

serious investment and getting the best from them depends largely on the weather.  

Our upper atmosphere is usually in constant, and often turbulent, motion. This motion distorts the views of the 

planets in the same way that running water distorts the view of a pebble on the bottom of a stream. As already 

stated we can compensate for this to a certain amount by taking a very large number of images in the form of a 

video and picking out the frames that are seen through the steadiest air, but ultimately we get the best results 

from a viewing-site overlaid with slow-moving and smoothly flowing air.  

If you don't feel like moving to Barbados or the high Atacama desert to do your imaging then you may be surprised 

to hear that small aperture telescopes will perform to their best, when viewing from the UK, more often than 

larger aperture telescopes. The larger the aperture, the higher is the ultimate level of detail resolution that can be 

achieved, but our atmosphere will only allow this level of resolution on rare occasions which have to coincide with 

a night when you are free to observe and when a suitable target is well placed. Put simply a smaller aperture 

instrument will resolve details to the limit the telescope is capable of on more nights than a larger instrument, but 

the 'big guns' are ultimately better if the atmosphere is steady enough. So what aperture is best? It is a truism in 

astronomy that the best telescope is always the one you can't quite afford but apertures between around 150mm 



(6 inches) up to around 250mm (10 inches) will allow you to 

get the most from your telescope for much of the time. 

Instruments this size don’t need to be expensive 

apochromatic refractors; many good planetary images are 

made with relatively cheap Newtonian telescopes. Of course 

there are those odd nights when the air is steady or flat calm, 

even at high altitude, when really large aperture telescopes 

will come into their own with stunning results; but before 

expending large amounts of money please do try what you’ve 

got! 

These days it doesn't matter too much what type of mount 

you use to carry the telescope but, perhaps, the most 

convenient is to use some kind of driven equatorial mount. 

These will keep the target within the field of view of your 

camera as it tracks across the sky and will allow extended imaging sessions, avoiding the problem of rotation of the 

field-of-view that occurs with simple fork-type altitude and azimuth or Dobsonian mounts. It is true modern 

computer software can compensate for image rotation and very good results are possible with even a hand-

pushed Dobsonian telescope or the manual slow-motion controls on un-driven EQ mounts; they are just so much 

easier to get with a driven equatorial mount reasonably aligned with the North Pole.  

The next step is to capture a video of the target so we need a camera. Before discussing which one, here are some 

general thoughts. Many camera types can capture high quality video these days but we really want one where the 

bare camera sensor is exposed to the focussed image produced directly by the telescope. This means the camera 

used must not have its own lens and there will be no eyepiece in the telescope. Some images have been made by 

eyepiece projection onto a camera lens focussed at infinity but that puts a lot of extra glass in the way that can 

degrade image quality. We want cameras designed to have removable lenses, or ones that can be ‘modified’ by 

the removal of those lenses, or ones designed just for solar system imaging and having an exposed or bare sensor. 

In all cases the cameras must capture a video stream.  

These movies can be saved onto the memory card of the camera or, more conveniently, directly to a laptop or 

home computer which can then be used to process them and extract the best image. The range of software used 

to capture the video is very wide for cameras designed for planetary photography and I will discuss it in general 

shortly. If you intend to use some kind of removable-lens camera, such as a Digital SLR or one of the compact 

‘system’ cameras (CSC), you may be limited to memory card capture unless the manufacturer provides some kind 

of computer control software for it.  

Software to select, align and stack images taken from these videos is very capable and is usually free. Amateurs 

have expended a great deal of time developing the software and it is amazing to me what they have achieved. I 

would recommend both Autostakkert (currently in version 3; AS3) and Registax (currently version 6; R6) as of July 

2020.   The computer I use to capture video-files is a rather-less than top notch, second hand PC laptop. I'm sure 

there are imagers who use Apple computer products but the vast majority use cheaper PC technology and the two 

bits of software already mentioned run on PC machines. If you are an Apple owner consider that you might prefer 

to take a second hand PC out on a cold, damp or frosty evening rather than an expensive Apple Mac'; you can of 

course use one of those excellent machines for final polishing of your captured images with appropriate graphics 

software. 



When it comes to video files, different cameras capture in different video formats. What really drove the amateur 

planetary imaging revolution was the appearance of cheap, high quality computer webcams that could be adapted 

to fit in a telescope eyepiece-holder. Such webcams usually capture in a video format known as 'AVI'; this is the 

three-letter file extension that appears after the video has been captured and saved as a computer file. Any given 

computer software will process some, but not all, video formats but the AVI file certainly works with the software 

mentioned here.  Dedicated planetary cameras now usually capture in either AVI or a newer format, ‘SER’. The 

internet will provide you with long arguments as to which is better, AVI or SER, but I usually use SER now as it is the 

default format in my capture software and works perfectly with the align and stacking software mentioned above.  

 Not all cameras capture in these formats, particularly DSLR and CSC cameras that offer high-definition video 

capture functions. Such cameras often capture ‘MOV’ or ‘MP4’ or proprietary variations of these; the precise 

format changing from make to make. Fortunately there is yet another piece of free-software, known as Planetary 

Imaging PreProcessor (PIPP) that does some excellent things to most video formats. It allows you to crop the image 

to just the area containing the target planet (dramatically reducing the final file size), it centres the planet within 

this reduced frame (making alignment of clear features in separate frames much easier) and it then reorders the 

whole movie into best-to-worst quality; finally it allows you to save this project out as a new movie file, with no 

loss of quality, in AVI or SER format ready for stacking in AS3 or R6.  

The cameras we use come in two basic varieties, one-shot-colour (OSC) and monochrome. I should explain briefly 

how digital cameras work.  Photons of light fall onto the sensor chip where they are trapped within tiny light 

sensitive wells, or 'pixels' and are converted to electrons; waiting to be counted by the camera when the exposure 

is finished. The more photons that are captured, the deeper the well is filled with electrons and the brighter that 

particular well-point on the sensor will appear to be in the picture that is produced. Since the pixel has no idea of 

the colour of light that fell into it, the picture produced is monochrome. In a colour camera the sensor is overlaid 

with a grid pattern of tiny coloured filters known as a 'Bayer Matrix' that only allows light of a particular colour to 

reach any given light sensitive pixel-well. The matrix usually takes a block of four pixels and covers them with one 

red, two green and one blue filters. When each pixel is read-out the camera software knows what type of filter 

covered it and can then interpret the varying mix of red, green and blue values from adjacent pixels within the 

matrix to assemble an average of real-world colour for that block of four pixels. Exactly the same process is used in 

DSLR cameras and virtually all colour consumer cameras and video camcorders. The main difference between a 

colour and a monochrome camera is that the monochrome camera has no Bayer matrix bonded to its sensor.  

What are the pros and cons for each type of camera? A monochrome camera potentially allows all the light that 

lands on it to be converted to readable electrons; this is not true for the OSC camera. If, for example, blue light fall 

on a red or green filter within a Bayer Matrix, it is blocked and never reaches the chip below it. From this it is easy 

to see that a OSC camera can be less sensitive than a monochrome camera. On the other hand to get a colour 

picture from a monochrome camera you need to have a filter-wheel with separate red, green and blue filters in 

front of the chip and you need to expose three separate AVI files, one for each colour, which are then recombined 

to make a final colour image. This seems time consuming but has advantages; a Bayer Matrix reduces sensitivity by 

deliberately excluding certain light frequencies from each pixel. This means you need slightly longer individual 

exposures per frame of video, increasing the chance of atmospheric blur in each frame.  Having said that, a brilliant 

object like Jupiter at its best is more than bright enough for OSC cameras to get very good results ‘though they still 

won’t quite match those available from mono cameras if processed with equal skill. 

Why? Because monochrome cameras have better resolution of fine detail; each pixel contributes its individual 

output to the final image instead of being interpolated with 3 other pixels as happens within a Bayer Matrix; 

resolution is usually considered to be twice as good when comparing mono and OSC versions of the same camera. 



Perhaps a final thought is that mono cameras will be sensitive well outside the colour range available to OSC 

cameras. If later you become interested in specialist imaging such as infra-red (IR) work or ultra-violet (UV) imaging 

then you may well prefer to use a mono camera. Filters that only pass IR frequencies can be useful for cutting 

through atmospheric turbulence and revealing detail not visible to shorter wavelengths; it has been shown that IR 

wavelengths can reveal detail in the clouds of Uranus and forewarn of the appearance of new storms on Jupiter 

and Saturn before they can be seen in visible light; UV light also shows fascinating patterns within the clouds of 

Venus. Monochrome cameras can also be used for narrowband imaging of the Sun, though that is another topic 

altogether! 

I must mention that a number of recent OSC cameras have proven to be quite sensitive to IR light. It has been 

found that their Bayer matrix filters ‘leak’ at longer wavelengths, letting the IR through. This can be either useful if 

you want to try IR imaging, or a bother if you don’t; requiring extra filters that cut-off unwanted IR light.  

So what should you buy? I guess that what it comes down to is level of interest and cost. Right from the start I 

would say that the specialist on-line telescope dealers can all be contacted directly by telephone for advice and I 

have not found one yet that doesn’t do this willingly. The true ‘budget’ options are to adapt a webcam, ‘though 

this is now something of a dying art and information may be hard to get for newer webcams, or to buy second 

hand or to use a camera you already own that has a good video mode. Above this level one can buy some form of 

branded planetary imager from one of the big-name telescope producers; the advantage of which is that they 

come with all necessary software for the capturing and processing of an image. Finally there is the use of specialist 

cameras and after-market software and this is where the more serious planetary photographers usually end up. 

 

 

Figure 1 Suitable Planetary Cameras 



If you want to tinker with webcams then almost any colour webcam can be adapted by removing its lens-cell to 

reveal the bare sensor, disconnecting the microphone and blacking over any LED lights that lie near the CCD chip. 

This does mean opening the case and the process can be quite simple or very complicated, depending on the 

webcam. An internet search may just show you detail on how to achieve this. A modified webcam will need the 

addition of a small 1.25 inch nose-piece adapter to allow it to be inserted directly into the eyepiece holder of your 

telescope and, again, a google search may produce an astronomical dealer who can supply a suitable componant; I 

have also made such nosepieces from old plastic 35mm film cases and you may be able to make your own design 

suitable for 3D printing. Doing this will cost you very little, I started this way and results can be surprisingly 

worthwhile. If you can find or buy and old working Philips SPC880 or 900NC camera, or one of the Logitech 

webcams, then do give this process a go as these cameras are very good for this purpose and cost next to nothing 

if they break. Of course not every webcam is perfect and the worse ones often make relatively ‘noisy’ images 

showing random speckles arising from poorly shielded electrical activity within the camera; they are after-all 

designed for bright day time imaging not high resolution imaging of dim planets. 

Above the humble webcam there is a layer of specialist planetary imagers by telescope manufacturers such as 

Celestron, and Orion. These branded cameras only come, so far as I know, as colour versions but give perfectly 

acceptable results and are available from perhaps £140 to £300, or much less second-hand (July 2020). If you do 

not want to break open your own webcam or invest in a more expensive specialist camera they can be a good 

starting point for planetary photography. Like a webcam they attach directly to a computer and are provided with 

suitable video capture and processing software; though personally I would still recommend AS3 and R6 for the 

processing element. 

DSLR or CSC imaging of planets is relatively new and works by using the High-Definition video modes of these 

cameras. Results can indeed be very good but there are a few limitations. Obviously the cameras use a Bayer 

matrix for colour and also other colour-bias filters that tilt the sensitivity of the chip towards frequencies seen by 

the human eye. This causes loss of sensitivity and resolution when compared with the fully adapted specialist 

cameras. When recording video the on-board camera software compresses the data down from full chip resolution 

to the lesser quality of 720p or 1080p video formats resulting in some loss of detail; some more expensive cameras 

now record in 4K detail but even this is still slightly compressed when compared with the full resolution of the 

chip. Having said that If you have a DSLR or CSC already then there is usually a relatively cheap adapter that allows 

direct connection to a telescope and it is most certainly worth trying these cameras out. Owners of Canon DSLRs 

might like to try a piece of software called BackYard EOS on a laptop. Designed for long-exposure deep sky 

photography, this software controls the camera directly over a USB cable and has an excellent planetary capture 

mode. It allows a magnified view of the centre section of the chip to be captured directly to the laptop in 

uncompressed AVI format, just right for stacking and processing. There is also a version available for users of Nikon 

DSLRs called, unsurprisingly, BackYardNIKON. This is not free software but is reasonably priced and excellent for 

the job. 

Above these cameras there is a wide range of specialist devices designed for, or immediately usable by, the 

planetary imager. Names like ‘The Imaging Source’, ‘Point Grey Research’ , ‘Baasler’,  ‘Skynyx’, ‘QHY’ and ‘ZWO’ 

appear in magazines and across many internet forums and can be very confusing to the uninitiated. The cameras 

vary in terms of the size and sensitivity of the sensor chip used, the method of connecting to the computer and the 

care of design and noise-shielding employed; then there is the cost. The cheapest starts at around £170 and the 

most expensive is well over £1000. Many of the more expensive models are designed for long-exposure deep-sky 

imaging but have highly effective planetary capture modes included, but it is not necessary to spend that kind of 

money to get excellent planetary results if that is all you are interested in. 



It would be unfair of me to make a best or worst recommendation but I will make a few comments on my own 

experiences with some of these cameras. My own capture laptop computer is currently able to use the USB3 

connection which is common for most planetary cameras and is backwardly compatible with older hardware but it 

does not have an Ethernet card, which means I cannot use specialist cameras designed for those devices. I started 

with a simple modified Philips webcam, experimented with various others, including an early Meade ‘Lunar and 

Planetary Imager’ before stepping up to a specialist device. I then chose a camera that used what was, at the time, 

the most sensitive capture sensor available, a CCD device called the Sony ICX618. It was housed in a camera from 

the ‘Imaging Source’ called a DMK21. I chose a monochrome version and this proved to be a very sensitive and 

successful camera. The video capture software provided with the camera could achieve a maximum capture rate of 

60 frames per second (FPS) but could go no faster as it used the older USB2 standard connection. 

In the last few years things have really moved on with a raft of camera options available from a range of 

manufacturers. Every now and then a new ‘super chip’ comes along and it’s easy to think it makes all earlier 

cameras obsolete but, in fact, most dedicated planetary imagers made since those using the now ‘ancient’ ICX618 

chip have been effective tools and worthwhile to own and use; there are therefore many good cameras available 

on the second-hand market. With improvements in cameras, laptop computers and capture software the FPS 

capture rate of modern cameras has really skyrocketed and I can now get over 200 FPS with my three year old 

laptop and a modern camera. The more frames you capture the more data you have to play with and the better 

the chance of ‘lucky-imaging’ being lucky! 

CCD sensor-chip technology has been considered superior to the CMOS capture sensors of the kind found in most 

consumer DSLR type cameras, but CMOS technology has recently improved. In the last couple of years I have used 

dedicated planetary cameras from two Chinese makers that allow good quality video capture from CMOS chips 

with high frame rates over the USB3 standard connection. The camera makers are ZWO and QHY and they both 

make a range of colour and monochrome cameras using the latest CMOS sensors.  

I find these cameras to be the perfect compromise in that they are acceptably sensitive, allowing short exposures 

that ‘freeze’ good moments of seeing and high frame per second capture rates allowing lots of frames to be 

captured in a reasonable time; they are also relatively cheap at between around £180 and £250 depending on 

make and model; I do not include here the various cooled cameras with big sensors optimized for deep-sky 

imaging but which include a planetary capture mode; the prices of these can be very high. Over time the number 

of pixels on a sensor chip has tended to increase and the individual size of each pixel has reduced with no loss in 

sensitivity, giving better resolution if the atmosphere allows.  

I will add a few words about the computer video capture software. Webcams usually come with some form of 

basic software that allows you to select away from the fully automatic modes to change various parameters. 

Branded cameras come with their own software, more flexible than the simple webcam driver software, and 

dedicated cameras usually have excellent capture packages provided. That’s said certain popular cameras 

designed for industrial use do not have planetary photography in mind so a range of aftermarket freeware 

software packages have appeared that fully exploit a wide range of cameras. I can recommend SharpCap  which 

supports a wide range of basic and specialist cameras, and also FireCapture, which I use myself and which provides 

software tailored to your individual camera. There are several others equally good I’m sure. 

Whatever capture-software you use the basic procedure is to vary the length of exposure per frame of video such 

that the planet is well exposed but not over-exposed in any part. This can usually be helped with a ‘Gain’ function 

that electronically brightens the image without changing the exposure length. Adding gain adds brightness but also 

electronic noise that can degrade an individual image. This is not a great problem because stacking large numbers 



of frames averages out the random noise in each frame and allows great detail to be seen in the final result. I 

choose a short exposure time that leaves the planet discernable, if somewhat faint, and then increase the gain 

until it is clearly seen across the full disc, playing with these two settings such that the added noise from ‘gain’ 

doesn’t wipe out visible detail. I then choose the highest frame rate I can get for the chosen exposure time; 

FireCapture will do this automatically. There is usually a ‘Bias’ command that alters the contrast visible on screen 

but I tend to leave this at its neutral or default setting, preferring to play with the contrast of the final image in 

other software. Once happy, note the settings for future use and get ready to press the capture button. 

Capture Techniques. 

 We now have a telescope, a mount to point it and a camera; what techniques should we employ? The primary 

technique to master is undoubtedly patience! It can be surprisingly hard to get the magnified image of a planet to 

fall on the usually tiny imaging chip of a camera; DSLR owners have an advantage here, the huge chip makes target 

acquisition easier. Go-to mounts are not always a great help as they will often ‘centre’ the target very slightly to 

one side of the chip and putting the planet bang on the cross-hairs of a finder-scope is often not accurate enough 

either. I usually start by finding the target visually, centring it in a high-powered eyepiece, then replace the 

eyepiece with my barlow-lens, filter wheel and camera. If I’m lucky the mount will not have drifted in the process 

and the image of the target will magically appear on my computer screen. Some specialist cameras with larger 

chips make finding and centring the target easier and then a  small "Region Of Interest" (ROI) can then be selected 

around the target and a video captured showing just the ROI contents. This allows high frame-rates and reduces 

the size of the captured video files: Both the ASI and QHY cameras are capable of this. 

I’m assuming that your telescope is already well collimated by this point. If the various optical elements are not 

well aligned then you are not going to get an acceptable result. Collimation is a whole other subject but a simple 

internet search will reveal how to achieve this for your telescope type. We could, at this point, have a long and 

detailed discussion about telescope focal ratios and the merits of 'fast' versus 'slow' telescope types. To avoid that 

I will say that generally planetary imagers like 'slow' optics as these have a larger sweet-spot where image quality 

is at its best and which doesn't degrade very much if the telescope is slightly off perfect collimation. Fast optics (F5 

or less) are generally intolerant of even slight miss-collimation causing somewhat distorted or unfocussed images. 

This might not be noticed with wide-field views of the sky but for high magnification planetary work it will 

noticably degrade the image. Whatever you use, collimate well! 

It is also important to wait until your telescope has cooled down to ambient temperatures otherwise currents of 

moving air within the tube of the telescope itself will cause disturbances in the images taken. This can take several 

hours for large telescopes with a lot of glass so if possible store your telescope somewhere that approximates to 

ambient temperatures or is cooler than ambient if you expect temperatures to drop significantly during your 

imaging session. Inevitably you may have to wait for the tube currents to settle-down and the picture to become 

steadier; this requires more patience! 

So does focussing. If your telescope can reliably move from a bright star directly to the planet and centre both on 

the camera chip, then focussing is easy. Focus carefully on the star, making its image as small as possible. Or use a 

good focussing mask such as a Hartmann or Bhatinov mask (another whole subject of discussion) to achieve this; 

then move to your target. If you don't have such a mask then focussing on fine crater detail on the Moon can be 

useful if it is conveniantly placed. If you can't reliably move from one target to another then you must focus on the 

planet itself and this takes great patience. Wait for reasonably settled seeing and take your time making tiny 

changes until you are happy. Remember that a mirror-only telescope, such as a Newtonian, will bring all colours of 

light to a single point of focus but as soon as you introduce any refractive glass this will no longer be true. Any 



telescope with lenses anywhere between the planet and the camera will have slightly different focal points for red, 

green and blue light, even expensive apochromatic ones, and this will be revealed under high magnification. 

If you use a OSC camera you will be able to achieve at best an average focus only. For mono cameras you will have 

to note the slight changes in focus between the colours and move the focusser appropriately between video runs; 

personnally I am lazy and focus exactly for the red end of the spectrum and accept green and blue will be very 

slightly off, as I tend to use the red image for all the fine detail on show and the other colours for, well, just for 

colour information as I will explain shortly. 

Having focussed with the target nicely centred on our camera sensor we must now assess the 'seeing' and decide 

when to start filming. If the image is wobbling about all over the place then we must wait for our atmosphere to 

calm down. Be patient, steady seeing conditions tend to come along in patches and we need to be ready for them. 

Video files can be very large and it is easy to fill up a hard-drive with below-par video captures. Have a  cup of tea 

and watch the screen for a while. You will notice that, every now and again, the edges of the planet stop wobbling 

like a jelly and increased surface detail pops into view. These good periods may only last for a few seconds but if 

they are coming around regularly with three or four good patches a minute then we are ready to film.  

These good periods can happen at any time but the sky is generally steadier after midnight. Having said that the air 

can be surprisingly steady shortly after sunset if you can conveniantly set up in daylight, with a nicly cooled down 

telescope, and find and focus on your target just as darkness falls. This is necessary for evening observations of 

Venus from the UK after all. If you do have the luxury of choosing your observing site then look for one where the 

general flow of air over you is undisturbed. Wind tumbling around in the lee of hills or trees or buildings will cause 

worse 'seeing' than steady flowing air proceeding in a smooth or 'laminar' flow. In any case look for calm nights at 

all depths of the atmosphere since it can be flat calm at sea level but with a 150 mph jetstream covering us at 

35,000 ft. Internet weather sites can help with predicting the jetstream position. Combining everyday work 

patterns with the British weather means we don't often have the luxury of choosing our 'best' observing nights so 

it is often a question of catch things when you can. The best nights happen when a large high-pressure system sits 

over the country such that the air is nearly still and, perhaps, a slight mist or fog starts to form. This happens with 

very steady air but you might need a hairdryer handy to keep dew off your optics! 

There are now a couple of good reasons to start moving quickly. Firstly we want to catch detail before the target 

planet rotates too much, secondly, good 'seeing' doesn't tend to last long. Jupiter and Saturn rotate much more 

rapidly than the Earth does; over twice as fast. This means small visible detail will move during the duration of the 

video run. When the stacking software tries to align these features there will inevitably be some smearing of fine 

detail in the final image. We can keep this to below the maximum level resolvable by the telescope if we move 

quickly. The fastest rotating target is Jupiter and OSC camera owners with smaller aperture telescopes can make a 

video run of up to 4 minutes before significant blurring of detail is likely. Owners of larger telescopes need to 

reduce this time due to the higher resolution available with these machines. If your telescope is over 200mm (8 

inches) of aperture then keep the video capture time to around 3 minutes maximum, less if the air is particularly 

steady. 

Owners of monochrome cameras need to get all three filtered video captures, red, green and blue, completed in 

this same time limit 'though there is a little trick that can help. By using a full half of the available time through the 

red filter and splitting the remaining time between the green and blue it is possible to get all the colour data 

needed and still get most of the detail on view from the larger number of frames captured through the red filter. 

This is done by using the final red image twice; firstly combined with the processed green and blue image to make 

a colour picture, then by overlaying the red image, on the colour image as a 'Luminance' layer. This is all done at 



the end of image processing with photo-processing software like PhotoShop, or PaintShop-Pro or in the free 

PhotoShop clone called The Gimp. Just to confuse things, while it is usually the red filter that shows most detail on 

Jupiter, when seeing conditions are very steady it can be the green filtered image that is best and concentrating on 

that filter can get a sharper final result. It is also possible to capture just red and blue data, making an artificial 

green frame by averaging the red and blue data in The Gimp, etc. One can even replace the red data with infra-red 

if the seeing is poor since IR light tends to be less disturbed by our atmosphere than other available frequencies.  

There are other ways around this time problem. A magic piece of freeware called WinJupos can be used to map 

images taken over an extended time period onto a 3D model of the target planet and then ‘De-Rotate’ all the 

images back to one particular time, removing the motion blur problem. While WinJupos is terrific software it is 

quite complicated and there isn’t really room to discuss it here; many tutorials are available on the internet. 

This rush to capture data is less important for Venus, Mars or the outer 'ice-giant' planets. Mars rotates slightly 

more slowly than the earth so imaging runs up to 5 minutes long or more will not cause problems other than a 

very full hard-drive. With Venus we are looking at phase rather than detail due to the generally uniform cloud tops 

and the outer planets are too small for cloud-top detail except with some very advanced techniques; so again, 

longer imaging runs are not a problem. For Saturn, cloud-top detail is often small, subtle and hard to capture. If 

seeing conditions are very good then treat Saturn like Jupiter and limit capture runs accordingly. If conditions are 

only average you can take longer runs knowing the finest detail would not be visible anyway but dark bands and 

light zones on the planet will be well-seen as will detail in the rings. 

I should mention something that often confuses newcomers concerning filters. Colour camera users are often best 

served by putting a filter that excludes UV and IR light (often sold as ‘Luminance’ filters) in the nosepiece of thier 

camera. UV and IR frequencies are unseen by our eyes but can be seen by the camera sensor and will not be 

brought to a sharp focus if there is any refracting glass, like a Barlow lens, in front of the camera. The result is a 

soft-focus effect in the final image; a UV and IR 'Cut' filter solves this problem. On the other hand mono camera 

users (and some OSC camera users) may specifically want to capture IR light instead of red light if the air is 

turbulant, in which case we need an IR 'Pass' filter which only passes IR light. Similarly UV 'Pass' filters are useful to 

show patterns in the clouds of Venus. I hope this clears up confusion over pass and cut filter types. Monochrome 

camera users should also use colour filters that only pass light within the colour band they want to image, this is to 

avoid unfocussed light from outside the band being captured. These are usually branded as RGB 'CCD' filters rather 

than 'visual' filters. 

Processing the Data. 

So, finally we have some captured data and we now need to process it into a final image. Some of the cameras I 

have mentioned will come with computer software packages that allow selection and stacking of planetary images 

but, it must be said, it would be hard to better the results gained by running the AVI or SER file through Registax or 

Autostakkert. Registax is quite a complicated peice of software that offers many and varied options for stacking 

video files as well as individual image files in a variety of digital formats. Perhaps its greatest strength is its 

'wavelet' processing facility which allows amazing sharpening of otherwise slightly blurry images. On the other 

hand AutoStakkert is simpler in operation and no-less effective at choosing, aligning and stacking frames from an 

AVI or SER file to assemble a final planetary image. AS3 has the advantage of being able to work with very large 

video files, something Registax occasionally stumbles with. I process my monochrome red, green and blue files 

separately for later combination into a colour image but both pieces of software will happilly work with mono- or 

full colour files. Both pieces of software have their devotees and I would not argue with either but will simply 

explain how I use the software. 



I begin by opening my video file into AS3, the software offers an uncluttered and intuative interface showing two 

windows, one of which contains the command buttons and the second shows a frame from the selected video. 

Starting at top left of the command window we simple press LOAD FILE and navigate to the video-file on your hard 

disc. The software can process both planetary images and 'SURFACE" images such as full-frame pictures of the 

Moon or appropriately filtered images of the Sun; select the 'PLANET' option.  The next step is to move the slider at 

the top of the ‘Frames’ window to find a decent single frame and to add alignment points to it. I use multiple 

alignment points (MAP) and alignment-box sizes of ‘50’ and ‘100’ manually placed by clicking with the mouse 

along the major visible features within the frame.  Single point alignment will work on a small target and the ‘Place 

APs in Grid’ option works well on surface views of the Moon. I avoid boxes that show much deep-space around the 

planet as this seems to produce a less well defined edge in the final image; on a large target like Jupiter I will 

routinely use 20 to 50 alignment boxes. 

 

Figure 2 Autostakkert in use 

To allow the software to assess the video for individual frame quality I set ‘Quality Estimator’ to ‘Gradient’ with a 

‘noise’ value usually of 2, 3 or 4. My default is '3' which seems to work in most cases but 4 or higher works for 

grainy or noisy images and 2 for very smooth ones. Having done that, press the ANALYSE button. The process 

doesn't take long and this leaves you with a file pre-sorted into best-to-worst quality and with the planet nicely 

centred in the frame. A ‘Quality Graph’ appears in the command window showing how the software thinks the 

video varies from best to worst in percentage terms of the best frame.  

Now use the slider at the top of the image, or ‘Frame View’, window to make a guess on how many frames you 

want to stack into the final image. How many is a contentious subject. With a colour webcam based video you may 

only have a few hundred frames to play with because of the slow capture rate, with a specialist camera you could 

easily have much more than 10,000 frames per colour channel. Obviously the more you have the more selective 

you can be. If 'seeing' conditions were only average or worse you may only end up stacking the top 10% of frames 

but if it was truly excellent you can stack nearly all of them. The software can be run and re-run with different 

settings so the secret is experiment, compare results and choose the best rather than stick to any given formula. 

You make your selection in the ‘Output Images’ box and I would use ‘TIF’ as the output format. I don’t use 

‘Normalize Stack’ or ‘Sharpened Images’ myself but feel free to experiment some more. The options marked 

'Drizzle' produces an enlarged version of your original at either 1.5 times or 3 times size and is usefull when seeing 

conditions during capture were better than average. Otherwise it slows down the stacking process considerably for 

no great advantage; again the secret is experiment and compare results. 



AS3 saves the final image in a '16 bit' TIFF format. The next step is to immediately import it into Registax for 

wavelet sharpening; the image should automatically open at this facility. 

 

Figure 3 Wavelets in Registax 

 Complete books can be written on the wavelet process but, in essence it allows the user to selectively sharpen 

detail using 6 sliders covering large detail down to very small. The settings I use are ‘Linear’ and ‘Gaussian’ and I 

usually only play with sliders 1, 2 and occasionally 3. Sometimes I will change the ‘Initial Layer’ setting from '1' to 

'2' and move slider 1 only. This produces some very aggressive sharpening but can bring out detail not otherwise 

clearly seen, especially if the ‘Denoise’ setting is raised one or two clicks. There are a number of other options 

which can be experimented with, including brightness and contrast adjustment, before finally pressing the 'Do All' 



button and saving the result.  I tend to do the minimum of wavelet sharpening in Registax and do all other final 

image assembly and 'polishing' within Adobe Photoshop software. Recent CD Rom versions of Photoshop are 

frighteningly expensive if you want a certified original disc but a basic online subscription version is reasonably 

priced and earlier CD versions can occasionally be bought for sensible money or can be downloaded; version CS2 is 

old but very capable and I use it for most photo-processing tasks. There are a number of alternatives available 

including GimpShop, an open-source freeware package that is something of a PhotoShop clone and other image-

processing packages may well work in a slightly different way to CS2 but will perform the same tasks. 

Webcam and specialist OSC camera planetary images are likely to have some odd colour-casts arrising from the 

lack of bias filters in front of the camera's Bayer matrix.  PhotoShop has a useful 'Auto-Colour' function on a pull-

down menu under 'Image-Adjustment' that can produce a more balanced and life-like result. On the same menu is 

a 'Levels' command that allows you to subtlely alter the brightness of each seperate colour channel, red, green or 

blue until things look exactly as you want them. There are also a number of sharpening and de-noising routines 

available from the ‘Filter’ pull down menu to allow you to polish the final result. 

Monochrome camera users will end up with a number of black-and-white images taken through various filters that 

can be combined in a number of ways. The simplest is to turn the red filtered image from a mono to an RGB image 

by selecting this from the 'Image-Mode' drop-down menu. The image won't instantly change colour as the picture 

now has three identical versions of itself in each of three colour 'channels'. A box showing each channel should be 

visible on the right hand side of the screen but if its not then it can be discovered by selecting 'Layers' from the 

'Window' pull down menu. All we have to do is cut out the image in each of the green and blue channels and 

replace them (copy and paste) with the appropriate final images taken through our green and blue filters. You may 

have to move each image about a little to perfectly align each colour channel but the result is a colour image that 

we can now colour-balance and polish just as we did the OSC image mentioned above.  

It is equally possible to combine colour filtered monochrome data and IR or UV filtered data  to produce, for 

example an 'IR,G,B' image instead of an R,G,B image and even to 'layer' monochrome data on top of colour as a 

'luminace' layer; allowing the colour from below to, as it were, shine through the detailed top layer. Whatever 

Image processing software you use it needs to be able to work with colour channels and layers to take full 

advantage of you hard-won monochrome images but almost any package should allow you to colour balance OSC 

images. 



 

Figure 4 Combined RGB image from 10 Inch Newtonian under excellent conditions 

So that’s it, we have finally done it. Although I have been long-winded, the process is basically simple. Use a 

camera with a video function to capture a movie of a planet through a telescope. Process that movie to produce a 

final image in 'stacking' software then put some polish on the final image using image-processing software. The 

process is, to me, fascinating and somewhat addictive. Of course there are some more exotic techniques and 

equipment that could be used. Atmospheric Dispersion Correctors can let you image targets low on the horizon, 

exotic glass Barlows let you image deep in the Ultra Violet and WINJUPOS software will let you video for as long as 

you like without worrying about planetary rotation blurring your final result; but each of these is a topic in its own 

right and I have already taken up too much of your time. If you have a telescope and a suitable camera then I do 

encourage you to give planetary imaging a try, I hope you will be pleased with the results. 

Useful Web Addresses:- 

Camera video capture software. 

http://www.sharpcap.co.uk/  

http://firecapture.wonderplanets.de/  

http://www.backyardeos.com/  (not Freeware) 

Free Stacking and alignment Software. 

http://www.astronomie.be/registax/index.html 

http://www.astrokraai.nl/software/latest.php  (For AutoStakkert 3) 

https://sites.google.com/site/astropipp/  (For PIPP) 

Other image processing software. 

http://www.gimpshop.com 

http://www.sharpcap.co.uk/
http://firecapture.wonderplanets.de/
http://www.backyardeos.com/
http://www.astronomie.be/registax/index.html
http://www.astrokraai.nl/software/latest.php
https://sites.google.com/site/astropipp/


All opinions expressed are those of the author. Internet links were correct at the time of writing and show freely 

available websites. No guarantees are given as to the suitability of any software mentioned in the text other than 

that they work on the authors’ computer system. As always copyright ownership of any software mentioned 

remains with individual software authors and only legally obtained copies should be used. 


